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Abstract: An autonomous vessel uses multiple different radio technologies such as satellites,
mobile networks and dedicated narrowband systems, to connect to other ships, services, and the remote
operations center (ROC). In-ship communication is mainly implemented with wired technologies but
also wireless links can be used. In this survey paper, we provide a short overview of autonomous and
remote-controlled systems. This paper reviews 5G-related standardization in the maritime domain,
covering main use cases and both the role of autonomous ships and that of people onboard. We discuss
the concept of a connectivity manager, an intelligent entity that manages complex set of technologies,
integrating satellite and terrestrial technologies together, ensuring robust in-ship connections and
ship-to-outside connections in any environment. This survey paper describes the architecture and
functionalities of connectivity management required for an autonomous ship to be able to operate
globally. As a specific case example, we have implemented a research environment consisting of ship
simulators with connectivity components. Our simulation results on the effects of delays to collision
avoidance confirm the role of reliable connectivity for safety. Finally, we outline future research
directions for autonomous ship connectivity research, providing ideas for further work.

Keywords: 5G; 6G; satellites; unmanned autonomous vehicles

1. Introduction

Different autonomous systems such as cars, robots, drones, and ships rely on the same
environmental detection techniques [1–17]. They will also need data transmission and remote
updatability for sensors. There are also clear differences in these domain areas due to the operational
environment, the size of the vehicles, and their maneuverability. Autonomous and remote-controlled
ships are becoming a reality and R&D has been very active, especially in the Nordic countries, as well
as recently in, e.g., Singapore and Korea. Autonomous ships are able to avoid collisions by sensing
the environment and making independent decisions. The vessels are required to monitor the health
of machinery, use predictive diagnostics, and communicate critical information inside and outside
the ship.

We have performed a thorough literature review and interviewed multiple companies during the
course of work to obtain a wide view of the current status and trends in the development of autonomous
shipping. Key benefits and drivers of future smart ships include safety, reliability, and efficiency.
There is much potential in the development of logistics chains and joint optimization with the ports,
e.g., to minimize waiting times of cargo ships and improve fuel efficiency. Automation and the
digitalization of ships will improve the work experience of the personnel by freeing their brains
and hands to other duties by, e.g., automated routing, collision avoidance and enabling totally or
periodically unmanned bridges.
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The first autonomous ships will include ferries as well as cargo ships that are operating on certain
routes. Some of these could be defined as “truck routes replaced by ship routes”. Partly due to
connectivity restrictions, the operations will first consider close-to-shoreline routes. National regulations
are also advancing the work more rapidly in national waters compared to the global domain.

A crucial enabler for smart ships both in local waters and in global operations will be
connectivity [5–8]. A good connection with a latency that is low enough also enables telexistence, i.e.,
the real-time sensation of being at a ship from a shore, and being able to interact with the remote
environment [9]. The connectivity solution has to guarantee sufficient communication link capacity for
sensor monitoring and remote control. Connectivity between the ship and the shore is crucial to enable
human inputs and remote operations. Communication needs to be bidirectional, secure, scalable and
redundant to minimize risks.

There are many published surveys related to autonomous systems in recent years. The surveys
have focused on topics such as detection technologies for autonomous driving, unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs), coverage path planning for robotics, and autonomous maritime systems. Most of the
autonomous ship research has focused on the development of navigation, sensing, collision avoidance
and related technologies. Little research has been published on connectivity specific development and
surveys on data transmission needs and possible technologies to fulfill the needs. We have summarized
the current state of the art in Table 1, also clarifying the novelty of our article.

Table 1. Comparison to current state of the art and novelty of this article.

Topic of the Article Contributions Given in the Article

Intelligent Transportation Systems and
Related Technologies

Vehicle detection and collision avoidance
technologies [1], data-driven intelligent

transportation systems with learning aspects [2],
communications solutions for automated driving and

connected vehicles [3]

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and Their Connectivity

Communication solutions for UAVs,
covering characterization of networks, routing,
seamless handover and energy efficiency [10];

Latest 5G and Beyond technologies for UAVs in [11]

Coverage Path Planning for Robotics and Ships

A survey on determining a path that passes over all
points of an area or volume of interest while avoiding

obstacles [12]. Covers autonomous harvesters,
vacuum cleaners, maritime applications, etc.

Underwater Vehicle Communications
Comprehensive survey on underwater robotics until
2000 in [13]. Recent survey looking at RF, optical and

acoustic communications [14]

Autonomous Ship Technologies

Classification of existing autonomous surface vessel
prototypes [15]. Application of surface vehicles and
development on guidance, navigation and control

in [16]. Assessment of safety issues in
remote-controlled vessels [17]

Maritime Communications Including
Autonomous Ships

Survey covering underwater, UAV and surface
networks [18]. Hybrid architecture and identification
of the data transmission needs of an autonomous ship

[5], intelligent network management for hybrid
network [8], maritime cybersecurity aspects

covered in [19]
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Table 1. Cont.

Topic of the Article Contributions Given in the Article

Autonomous Ship Connectivity: Standardization,
Architecture and Simulations

Novelty in this article: Updated technology survey
for unmanned and remote-controlled surface vessels

with future research directions. Both in-ship and
ship-to-outside connections considered. Focus on 5G

standardization, integrated satellite–terrestrial
communications, and discussion on how to use ship

simulators in connectivity research

2. Data Transmission Requirements and Available Connectivity Technologies

Current networks cannot yet fulfill requirements for the scalable, bidirectional communication
needs of autonomous and remote-controlled vessels. The coming 5G and 6G networks will be integrated
multi-connectivity technologies, i.e., enabling communications of a single user with two or more
different network nodes with different radio access technologies (RATs). They are able to separate
and prioritize resources, and use network slicing and virtual networks to efficiently support the
application needs [20–23]. Future systems will interwork, e.g., with public safety networks, satellites,
and WiFi, so that services could be seamlessly provided to the end users with different radio interfaces.
Some technologies are good for long-range communications such as geostationary (GEO) satellites that
can provide services in almost all ocean areas. Low-earth-orbit (LEO) satellites are needed to cover the
Arctic. However, when the ship is operating in coastal areas, it is usually relying on the terrestrial
technologies that are presented in Table 2. Satellite technologies for deep-sea connections are shown in
Table 3.

The table shows that different technologies are suitable depending on the communication range,
throughput and cost requirements. Some of the systems such as very high frequency (VHF) and digital
high frequency (HF) are regularly used by the shipping industry. The 6G system estimations provide
an initial view about the future systems coming during the next decade. The best connections for
vessels can be achieved by an hybrid approach, i.e., integrating multiple radio technologies in the same
system to make it fail safe and being able to connect in any environment.

Some estimates for the data rate requirements are presented in Table 4, showing that most of the
data demand is to transfer the situational awareness (SA) data from the ship to the remote operators.
The control data sent to the ship is quite limited, in the order of kilobits per second, whereas the sensor
data sent from the ship can easily be many megabits per second. People can interpret imperfect SA data
and thus data processing can be used to compress and reduce the bit rate significantly [5]. However,
the data rate requirements are clearly asymmetrical and there is a need to have high-throughput
ship-to-outside connections. Thus, satellite systems also need to provide high-throughput uplink.
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Table 2. Comparison of terrestrial communication systems for autonomous ships.

802.11p for ITS [24] WiFi [25] LTE/4G [26] mmW Radios
(5G, WiFi) [20] 6G System [22] VHF Digital Radio [27] HF [28]

Spectrum 5.9 GHz 2.4/5/6 GHz 450 MHz–3.7 GHz 24–86 GHz up to 3 THz 30–300 MHz 3–30 MHz

Bandwidth 10 MHz 20/40 MHz
80/160 MHz from 1.4 to 20 MHz up to few GHz up to tens of GHz

25 kHz channels, can be
bundled together, e.g.,

to 100 kHz
up to 48 kHz

Max bit Rate 27 Mbps up to 10 Gbps
(802.11ax)

75/300 Mbps for
UL/DL

up to 3 Gbps
(LTE-A Pro)

up to 20 Gbps 1 Tbps

VDES: up to 307 kbps in
ship-to-ship or

ship-to-shore, 240 kbps for
satellite link

up to 240 kbps

Tx Range <1 km
typically <100 m,
up to 10 km with

fixed service

typically < 2 km
up to 100 km with

high directional
antennas

<10 m for 60 GHz WiFi,
tens of kilometers with

fixed links

THz for
short range,

lower frequencies
to for long range

up to 85 km thousands of
kilometers

Cost cheap cheap expensive cheap (WiFi)
expensive (5G) not existing yet cheap cheap

Table 3. Satellite systems for maritime autonomous surface ships.

Satellite Systems Their Characteristics

Deep-Sea Operations

Emerging LEO mega-constellations such as Telesat [29]
and Starlink [30].

Composed of hundreds of small satellites that aim to
provide tens of Mbits/s connection anywhere in the world.

Next-generation GEO high-throughput satellites (HTS) and very
high-throughput satellites (VHTS) systems [31,32].

Providing tens of Gigabits per second total capacity to serve
a large number of users.

Different frequencies for different purposes and multi-frequency
satellite systems. See, e.g., [33].

Resiliency and high capacity. For example, 1.6 GHz L band
to be resilient even during heavy rain and Ka or Q/V bands

above 20 GHz for high capacity.

Arctic Environment

LEO systems for Arctic including mentioned mega-constellations, e.g.,
the Iridium system with 66 cross-linked satellites [34]. Polar orbits for Arctic visibility.

Highly elliptical orbit (HEO) satellites [33,35]. Long visibility times in the Arctic.

High-altitude platforms (HAPs) [36]. Can provide mobile network type of connections from
airborne platforms floating 20 km above the sea level.
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Table 4. Estimated data rate requirements.

System Single File (kB) Update Rate (Hz) Compressed Bit Rate
(Mbps)

Radar/Automatic Identification
System (AIS) <400 0.4 0.1

Mechanical Sensors <20 <1 <0.01
Infrared <400 1–10 <1

High Definition (HD) Video <3000 2–25 0.2–10
Light Detection and Ranging

(LiDAR) <200,000 1 <2

Control Data <10 1 0.001–0.01
Global Maritime Distress and Safety

System (GMDSS) <10 varies 0.01

3. GPP Maritime Standardization and Use Cases

The 5G system will support service continuity for maritime users between land-based 5G access and
satellite-based access networks owned by the same operator or by an agreement between operators [37].
A crucial part of the multi-connectivity system is the connectivity manager that ensures quality of
service (QoS) for communications.

Harmonization and standardized interfaces for communications will be needed to realize the
full potential of autonomous systems. The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), which is a
main standardization entity of 5G and beyond systems, is developing standards to enable efficient
operations, including direct connections between different machines and devices. A comprehensive
source for device-to-device (D2D) and vehicle-to-everything (V2X) standardization status and main
interfaces can be found in [38,39] and references therein. V2X scenarios include automated and
remote driving and vehicles forming a platoon or a line travelling together. An interesting aspect
of advanced V2X applications is the level of automation, which reflects the functional aspects of the
technology and affects the system performance requirements. The levels of automation are defined
as: 0—No Automation, 1—Driver Assistance, 2—Partial Automation, 3—Conditional Automation,
4—High Automation, and 5—Full Automation.

In lower automation levels, a human operator is primarily responsible for monitoring the driving
environment, whereas in higher layers, an automated system is responsible for operations. Similar work
is being conducted in the development of autonomous and remote-controlled ships. The international
maritime organization’s (IMOs) maritime safety committee (MSC) recently approved a framework
and methodology for a regulatory scoping exercise on autonomous ships to cover safety and security
related matters. For the purpose of the exercise, the following definitions for degrees of autonomy
were given:

1. Degree one: Ship with automated processes and decision support: Seafarers are on board to
operate and control shipboard systems and functions. Some operations may be automated and at
times be unsupervised but with seafarers on board ready to take control.

2. Degree two: Remote-controlled ship with seafarers on board: The ship is controlled and operated
from another location. Seafarers are available on board to take control and to operate the shipboard
systems and functions.

3. Degree three: Remote-controlled ship without seafarers on board: The ship is controlled and
operated from another location. There are no seafarers on board.

4. Degree four: Fully autonomous ship: The operating system of the ship is able to make decisions
and determine actions by itself.

Thus, the levels of autonomy have a lot of similarities between maritime and road transport.
However, transformation from traditional vessels to autonomous operations takes years, also creating
a clear challenge for connectivity. Ship-to-ship communication between different types of conventional
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and autonomous vessels will require many different systems before standardized and harmonized
systems are really used in majority of vessels. Legislation is advancing in different countries to enable
autonomous and remote-controlled operations in national waters. For example, remote pilotage from
shore or some other place outside a ship is allowed in Finnish waters since February 2019. National tests
and experiments provide valuable information also for international legislation. There is a coastal area
called Jaakonmeri test area in Finland that is open to all companies, research institutes and others
wishing to test autonomous maritime traffic, vessels, or technologies related to it.

Currently, 3GPP is considering and developing a system specifically for maritime communications
for Release 16 and beyond to support the needs of future maritime users [37,40]. One of the requirements
of this “cellular-Maritime” system is to support up to 100 km coverage. It will also support the
interworking between the 3GPP system and the existing/future maritime radio communication system
for the seamless service of voice communication and data communication between users ashore and
at sea or between vessels at sea. Use cases have been grouped into four main use case categories
presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Key use case groups in 3GPP maritime standardization.

Mobile broadband services for users at sea include video streaming services for people onboard as well
as positioning inside the vessel. Essentially this details that the future 3GPP communication systems
should also support the needs of people, not only to support the automated operations and logistics.

Machine-type communication services inside a vessel, between vessels and between UE at sea including,
e.g., communications between wearable Internet of Things (IoT) services and maritime rescue systems
for saving lives; also push to location services to report locations of smaller vessels to neighboring
vessels to improve maritime safety are included in this category.

Maritime communication services between authorities and users at sea such as search and rescue
communications, alarms and warning services, vessel traffic services (VTS) required in national waters,
and tugs and pilotage services.

Vessels will provide the navigational information and dynamic information of their speed
and movements via the standardized system. Interworking and harmonization with VHF and satellite
access include a VHF data exchange system (VDES) to digitalize VHF communications. In addition,
integrated satellite–terrestrial 5G systems [41] aim to provide services to maritime and other users
globally in the future. Both direct access to satellite using the 5G interface as well as indirect access are
included in the development [42].

4. Connectivity Architecture

An autonomous vessel needs connectivity both inside the ship and outside to fulfill the
requirements of different subsystems and services. While the in-ship network is mostly realized with
cables, there are possibilities to use wireless connections, e.g., for different environmental sensors.
Ship-to-outside connections are wireless.
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4.1. In-Ship Communications

The network architecture for an autonomous vessel is described in Figure 2, focusing on in-ship
network components and high-level ship-to-outside connections. The described architecture enables
efficient data transfer and data processing on board.
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In order to automate a ship and make remote-controlled operations possible, one needs to have
multiple data generating systems inside a vessel. In the proposed architecture, essential ship data
database is a storage that includes all relevant data needed for autonomous operation. It gathers the
data from different systems inside a ship and the reduced, fused data are sent to the remote operators.

Collision detection and situational awareness (SA) sensors produce more data than any other
system in the architecture. The data comes from numerous systems such as radars, optical and
infrared cameras, temperature and wind sensors, etc. The total amount of SA data grows quickly
when multiple sensors with high resolution are used—a single high-definition video stream can be
multiple megabytes per second. It should be noted that people can interpret imperfect SA sensor data.
Thus, data processing and sensor fusion is used to reduce the amount and send only the needed part
of the data to human operators or to the internal decision making. For example, 3D light detection
and ranging (LiDAR) files with high resolution can be hundreds of megabytes each [5]. Using image
processing methods on board of a ship one can transform a figure to a two-dimensional one and
select only the relevant part of the figure to be transmitted. This could reduce the size of the figure,
e.g., with a compression ratio of 200 before transmission. Sensor fusion not only reduces data, but it
increases system robustness and reliability and broadens the sensing capabilities.

The SA data are used together with the navigation data from automatic identification system (AIS)
system and global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) to decide how to sail safely in any environment.
The vessel is kept at the intended heading and position based on the SA data and dynamic positioning
(DP) computer calculations that take into account wind, waves, and current. The DP system controls
the thrusters and main propellers of the vessel accordingly. The aim for the decision making is to have
as much intelligence on board of a ship as possible and enable it to operate autonomously for extended
periods of time. However, the architecture enables opening a connection to remote operators when
needed, so that a “virtual captain” could perform critical operations when the decision making at the
ship, or the people on board, cannot solve the situation.

All vessels sailing in international waters are required to carry global maritime distress and safety
(GMDSS) equipment in order to ensure the safety of life at sea. The equipment is used for alerting of a
distress condition (including position), search and rescue, maritime safety information and general
communications. IMO has published the international regulations for preventing collisions at sea
(COLREGs) that define navigation rules to be followed at sea to prevent collisions between two or more
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vessels [43]. These rules have to be taken into account by the decision-making entity and the autopilot
of the autonomous ship while steering the vessel in different situations. How early the decision and
control command to stop or change the route and speed is made is based on the maneuverability of
the ship.

In-ship systems also include sensors and actuators on machinery, ballast tanks, safety systems,
cargo status and tracking and all these require data transmission. The majority of the in-ship critical
communication is achieved using cables due to reliability requirements. In addition, the system needs
to be redundant so that, e.g., a failure of a single router does not prevent critical connections.

4.2. Ship Gateway

Different systems in a ship may use different radio interfaces and wired connections.
An autonomous vessel connects to other vessels and remote locations using satellites and terrestrial
technologies. Successful connectivity management demands a gateway providing interoperability
between different networks and devices. The gateway uses protocol conversion to connect different
parts and technologies in the network and acts as a connection point in the ship linking the sensors
and actuators with the decision making and the outside world.

The ship gateway provides a communication link to the public and private clouds, enabling offline
services and real-time control over the in-ship equipment. It sends monitoring and sensor data from
the ship to the cloud and remote operators, and receives controlling data, providing authenticated
access to the in-ship system. An authenticated gateway hardens the network against attackers from
the outside world. Without authentication, malicious users cannot be blocked from the network and
denial-of-service (DoS) attacks will be threats.

4.3. Spectrum and Interference Management

Spectrum resources are important in order to support the capacity requirements of an autonomous
vessel and be able to send required data to the remote operators over the depicted satellite–terrestrial
systems. The available bandwidth is currently limited and there are two basic options to increase
this—first, allocating a dedicated spectrum resource for the maritime connectivity system, which would
most probably mean the use of higher-frequency bands, since bands below 6 GHz are allocated and
heavily used; second, using spectrum sharing and dynamic spectrum access (DSA) technologies to
obtain more resources. We believe that connections should be mainly implemented with a dedicated
spectrum and DSA is an optional method that could be used in the overall architecture as depicted.
The shared band would be especially useful for non-latency critical data.

It has recently been demonstrated how to use licensed shared access (LSA) for critical
communication services [44] such as public safety connectivity. The spectrum database should
include information on where, when, and using which transmission power the transmission would be
possible. With DSA technology, the autonomous ship could, e.g., re-use cellular frequencies in national
or international waters and the spectrum regulators will play a key role in enabling this possibility.

Spectrum management and re-selection is also needed to avoid intentional interference and
jamming. When interference is detected, the connection can be changed to another frequency band.

5. Connectivity Manager

The connectivity manager takes care of end-to-end resource management, integrating satellite and
terrestrial technologies together. A vessel can be simultaneously within coverage of several different
access technologies, as depicted in Figure 3. One of the most important functionalities in a multi-radio
access network is the selection of the interface. The selection is dependent on the service requiring
connectivity as well as the characteristics and availability of connection links. The main tasks of a
connectivity manager are [5]:

• To prioritize and allocate the data to available communication channels and routes.
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• To ensure that there is enough capacity for data to be transferred.
• To ensure that the data reaches its destination with integrity within latency requirements
• To cooperate with other ships in the vicinity to ensure that everyone will obtain required service.

Safety is always prioritized.
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The development of these functionalities is currently a research topic and is advanced together with
the development of the ship gateway. There are many standardized 5G features such as QoS control,
prioritization, and network slicing that can be used in the depicted integrated satellite–terrestrial
architecture to ensure end-to-end service and a robust connection, e.g., between the ship and the
remote operator.

However, integration of many different networks requires the development of new logic and
functionalities while taking into account the specific requirements of shipping. Prioritization of
safety/critical data during a distress guarantees that it will be delivered as soon as possible while other
not so critical data can wait.

5.1. Integrated Satellite–Terrestrial Connectivity

The connectivity system of an autonomous vessel is a hybrid architecture, comprising satellite
and terrestrial components. The connectivity manager decides which data are sent over which route
depending on the QoS requirements of the data and availability of the links. Connection to the outside
world is required to be very robust to ensure safety at sea and efficient transport of goods anytime,
anywhere in the world.

Satellite and high-frequency (HF) networks are able to provide connectivity in the deep-sea
conditions. Further, future digital VHF networks called VHF data exchange systems (VDESs) have
both satellite and terrestrial components and will be useful in those environments. The first practical
tests have been conducted recently [45]. In addition, digital ultra-high-frequency (UHF) connectivity
may provide redundant private network critical connections. Mobile operator networks such as LTE
and 5G are mostly used close to the shoreline where they can provide high-capacity links for the vessels.
There are on-going activities to develop maritime-specific mobile operator networks (see, e.g., [37]),
Reference [40] aiming to up 100 km coverage. It can be calculated that the maximum line-of-sight (LoS)
distance d in kilometers is:

d = 3.57(
√

Kh1 +
√

Kh2
)

(1)
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where K = 4/3 is an adjustment factor to account for the refraction, and h1 and h2 are antenna heights
(in meters) from the ground (or sea level). A typical maritime communication channel consists of a
2-ray channel where, in addition to an LoS link, another signal is reflected from the water surface [46].

The maximum LoS distance for ship-to-ship communications when both ships are equipped with
identical antenna heights is shown in Figure 4.
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The maximum LoS range would be 36.8 km (approximately 20 nautical miles) if it is assumed
that vessels have high masts that are 20 m in length. Very high antennas are required if link distances
above 80 km are targeted. Thus, there is a clear dependence on the antenna heights in order to achieve
long ranges. One may need, e.g., a drone or a balloon to raise the antenna from the ship to achieve a
long-range connection without a satellite. In practical tests, a coverage up to 70 km from the shore has
been achieved using a high mast that is 350 m in length on the shore and a high antenna that is 10 m in
length on the ship.

One of the most demanding places for connectivity is the port area due to extensive traffic.
High-data-rate networks using private 5G and beyond cellular networks and WiFi are expected
in the future. The 5G rollouts for local port networks are already on going. The private network
can provide special services in the area, supporting harbor operations with surveillance, logistics,
and other services. Thus, the autonomous vessel would be connected to the port operator network
when approaching the land. Finally, radio-equipped buoys can also act as relays for connectivity.

5.2. Vertical Handover Mechanism

Vertical handover (VHO) means switching from one wireless radio technology to another, e.g.,
from the WiFi network to the LTE network or from a satellite connection to the mobile operator network.
It is an essential part of the connectivity management, enabling connection to continue even when
the vessel moves out from the coverage area of certain network or, e.g., when a certain frequency is
intentionally jammed. The VHO procedure should be performed so that the required QoS level is
maintained before the handover, during the handover, and after the handover. We will shortly describe
how to perform VHO in the described integrated connectivity architecture. The proposed high-level
logic is presented in Figure 5.

First, a connection request including application and service requirements is made and the
connectivity manager decides what technology and route are used to fulfill the requirements of the
requesting service. The system is able to measure QoS parameters such as delay, round-trip time,
and jitter over different routes to select the best technology to be used. Measurements are conducted
over available routes between the ship and the remote operations center.

There are two main options to conduct QoS measurements [47]. Active QoS measurements are
performed by injecting traffic into the network, while observing the network behavior and performance.
Contrastingly, passive measurements consist of monitoring traffic at one or more points in the network
to acquire information of the traffic flow behavior while not affecting the traffic itself. The QoS
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parameters over an end-to-end link can be measured with a separate software that allows real-time
measurements [47]. In our system, we assume that passive measurements are made with the software
and that information is fed to the connectivity manager. The selection of the suitable interface is
then made using measured QoS values, available bandwidth, and, e.g., power consumption of the
interfaces if several possibilities exist. Further, economic considerations such as cost per megabyte can
be included in the selection logic.
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There are many possible VHO strategies that can be used and actual signaling between entities of
the network remains as future work. However, interested readers may refer to the thorough survey
paper on the topic in [48]. The framework and a prototype implementation for improving the handover
performance of Mobile IP based on a variety of cross-layer and cross-domain triggers that may use
QoS measurements are presented in [49]. In addition, an example of how to use media-independent
handover (MIH) in an integrated satellite–terrestrial network and related signaling is described in [50].

When the optimized technology selection is made, the operation can continue using the selected
interface as long as it is good enough to fulfill QoS requirements and there is data to transmit. It is
also possible to use several interfaces in parallel and send data with different QoS requirements over
different networks.

5.3. Managing Security Threats

Autonomous and remote-controlled operations involve many risks that need to be handled
carefully. Autonomy is mainly achieved by means of software and thus, assuring the cybersecurity
of the software and the whole platform is essential. On the other hand, the other key area is the
cybersecurity of the communication system. The ability to control the ship remotely also leads to new
attacking possibilities.

All the systems in the ship, especially safety/critical ones need to be designed so that a single
failure such as breaking a connectivity router will not have a significant impact on the ability of
the ship to operate in all relevant modes and environments. Moreover, the ship should be able to
locate itself using other means than relying only on satellite geolocation, since it can be jammed easily.
Redundant mechanisms and, e.g., shielding the GNSS receiver from horizontal interference helps in
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increasing the resistance to malicious users. Shielding means adding a physical shield to the antenna
against potential interferers to reduce the effect of jamming signals by tens of decibels.

The main cybersecurity dimensions for autonomous operations include confidentiality,
integrity and availability. Confidentiality means that only those with rights to access can access
systems and resources. Integrity means that the data are precise and error free during the lifetime of
data. Availability complements the previous dimensions, ensuring that the systems and data related
to autonomous operation are available when needed. These dimensions need to be taken account in
connectivity system design.

According to our previous analysis, the most important threats for autonomous ship
communications are [5] (1) losing the data, (2) data are changed and (3) hijacking the data. The first
threat relates to availability, the second to integrity and the last to confidentiality. There has to be
redundancy in the network, good coding and cyber security protocols and mechanisms to avoid any of
these happening. Risk identification and management need to be performed carefully. In addition,
the people onboard as well as in the remote operation centers need to have cybersecurity training to
ensure that people are not neglectful and do not expose the systems to unauthorized use.

Authentication mechanisms play a key role both in the remote operation center and in the ship
gateway to ensure that only the authenticated persons can operate the ships. One of the interviewed
companies stated this as follows: the cybersecurity mechanisms need to ensure that “The ship should
not obey if the commands come from the wrong direction”.

From the data security and integrity point of view, adopting, e.g., distributed ledger solutions
such as blockchain [51], could be used in the maritime field. This could enable accurate container
tracking, automatic shipping transactions and protection against unauthorized data tampering.

6. Simulation Environment and Results

Various simulators are used in the maritime field to train personnel in navigation, ship handling
and the use of ship bridge equipment. Simulators typically consist of real equipment, real consoles,
and instrumentation while the ship and its environment are virtual [52,53]. Autonomous navigation
systems (ANS), which can make navigational decisions and command the ship’s propulsion systems,
represent a central part of autonomous or remote-controlled vessels.

6.1. VTT Ship Simulator Environment

The simulator environment at VTT is depicted in Figure 6. A flexible research simulator allows
fast modification of its different parts [52]. It enables research on autonomous ships due to realistic
modelling of different ship types, maneuvering in different environments, and modelling of sea
traffic. Simulation scenarios can be conducted in specific regions, applying the desired environmental
conditions. The simulator bridge is made of real consoles and control devices. It includes conning
displays and real instrumentation. An essential part is the electronic chart display and information
(ECDIS) system for nautical navigation, fulfilling IMO regulations.

The ship handling simulator solves the vessel’s equation of motion in the time domain at
the horizontal plane. That is, the motions are evaluated for surge, yaw and sway directions,
as shown in Figure 7. The hydrodynamic forces are determined for hull, propulsion and control
devices. Furthermore, the environmental conditions can be taken into account by wind, current and
wave effects.

The collision avoidance system in the simulator consists of a situation awareness module providing
information to the decision-making system. The module makes decisions based on implemented
COLREGs-based rules and path planning. The autopilot steers the vessel to the desired location along
the defined path.

A wide-speed-range autopilot is utilized to maneuver the vessel through the desired course.
The autopilot consists of the heading, track and docking modes. The heading mode tries to keep the
given heading angle at the given speed, that is, it is a Proportional Integral Derivative (PID)-based
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heading controller [54]. Moreover, the track mode keeps the vessel in the given track, as shown in
Figure 8.
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The track also includes so-called track limits, which define the safe water zone. That is, the vessel’s
location will remain inside the track limits.

Finally, the docking mode navigates the ship to the dock by controlling the main propulsion units
together with the stern and bow thrusters. With the docking mode, the vessel can be set to translational
and rotational motions so that complex docking maneuvers can be carried out.

The current autonomous collision avoidance system can still be characterized as a reactive system.
The decision-making module evaluates the evasive actions according to state vectors of own ship
and traffic vessels. During an evasive action, the autopilot mode is changed from the track mode
to the heading mode. However, the location of the ship related to the track and track limits is also
monitored in the heading mode. For harbor maneuvering, the function of the track mode is extended
to slow speeds.

In this work, the situation awareness system is not modelled at the sensor level. The ‘own ship’
receives the state vectors of the surrounding simulated traffic vessels directly according to the simulation
condition, that is, it emulates a transponder-type data transfer system. This type of investigation
can also be conducted by applying reactive collision avoidance systems. In this case, the data delays
have an impact on the instantaneous traffic condition considered in the decision-making procedure.
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That is, the contributions due to the delays in the situation awareness can be evaluated in the
simulation environment.Remote Sens. 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 23 
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6.2. Connectivity Components of the Simulator

We have recently integrated two different connectivity research enablers in the environment,
since all the data are typically considered perfect and delayless in the simulators, which is not a realistic
assumption. There are delays and interference in practice, affecting how safely the ship can operate in
different environments. Propagation delays are caused by the physical link distance, e.g., between the
remote operator and the ship, and there are also processing delays. Packets can be lost in the network,
e.g., due to intentional interference or jamming and also due to congestion in the network. Thus,
we have modified the ship simulator to take into account the imperfections in the connectivity and in
order to use existing networks in the research and development.

First, a connectivity component software that enables studying remote control systems, the effects
of delays or disturbances in communication systems and optimization of data transmission was
implemented. The software takes the national marine electronics association (NMEA) data [55] from
the simulator bridge and packetizes it into transmission control protocol (TCP) or user datagram
protocol (UDP) data. The data are buffered before sending it to the ship simulator to emulate remote
access conditions. The user can select the delay values in seconds and packet loss ratio percentages that
can be based on the measurements in a real network. The connectivity component can be configured
both in the start time and in the runtime of the simulations to allow flexible research activities.

Second, we have recently integrated the simulator to our 5G test network [56] using the
implemented software. This enables research with multiple different radio technologies and setups,
since the data can be transmitted over actual operational networks in different locations in Finland.
The available test network interfaces include multiple terrestrial technologies and high-speed satellite
access as well. Both commercial radios and software-defined radio (SDR)-based research equipment are
used. Furthermore, we can simulate and emulate large-scale networks with various tools. In addition
to sending the control data from the bridge over the network, we are also able to route, e.g., SA data
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over the connectivity links to study the effects of missing or modified environmental information.
Thus, we measure the performance of the system with varying delays in order to determine limits
for safe operation, looking specifically into the ability to avoid collisions with the implemented setup.
We evaluate this by measuring the distance between our own ship and the other vessels during
evasive actions.

6.3. Simulation Results: The Effects of Delays

Initial tests with delayed AIS data transmission were carried out using the current configuration
of the ship handling simulator.

In this specific case, an ice-going vessel, 100 m in length, equipped with two azimuth propulsors
was selected as the ‘own ship’ utilized in the simulations. The chosen ship represents a typical modern
vessel with reasonable good maneuverability properties, that is, the responses to navigation commands
are rapid and vessel can be stopped from cruising speed within a couple of ship lengths.

Simulation scenarios are presented in Figure 9. The simulated ‘own ship’ follows the given
track, with the autopilot using the defined trackpilot mode. ‘Own ship’ confronts three vessels in two
separate encounter situations:

1. In the first encounter, a smaller vessel ‘Ship1’ is approaching from the starboard side, that is,
it has right of way and ‘own ship’ has to conduct an evasive action.

2. In the second encounter, ‘Ship3’ is approaching ‘own ship’ from the port side and ‘Ship2’ from
the starboard side. Consequently, ‘Ship3’ has to give way to ‘own ship’ and ‘own ship’ has to
carry out an evasive action in order to avoid collision with ‘Ship2’.
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Figure 9. Selected simulator scenario and two locations for connectivity delay testing. Simulated vessels
are presented in amplified figures. The whole area is approximately 3.5 km in width and 5 km in length,
located close to Helsinki, Finland.
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Three delay times were applied during the simulations in order to determine by how much it
is possible to delay situational awareness data, based on which the vessels are controlled, before the
operation becomes too dangerous. The AIS data carries information about ships in the vicinity, such as
identifying them, locating where the ships are, what their speed is and where they are heading. In case
A, the AIS data are delayed by 0.1 s, case B uses a 3 s delay and case C uses a 6 s delay. The actual
distance as a function of time between ‘own ship’ and ‘Ship1’ is evaluated for the first encounter
condition and between ‘own ship’ and ‘Ship2’ for the second condition. The distances for all cases—A,
B and C—are shown in Figures 10 and 11. Vessels ‘Ship1’ and ‘Ship2’ are the critical objects, as ‘own
ship’ has to avoid both ships due the COLREGs.

Figure 10. Actual simulated distances between ‘own ship’ and ‘Ship1’ as a function of time for
simulation scenario cases A, B, and C. The first encounter situation.

As shown in Figure 10, when the delay is only 0.1 s, the distance between the ships remains over
200 m at all times. Increasing the delay of the data to 3 s keeps the distance above 100 m and 6 s leads
to dangerously close distances. The more challenging second encounter case shows similar behavior
but, in this case, the distances become smaller; and in the case of the longest delay, this leads very close
to a collision. A 6 s delay means approximately 50 m distance when the speed is 15 knots.

Even though the situation is simplified to study the effect of delays in the situational awareness
data, this shows that long delays cannot be tolerated, e.g., in the remote control scenario and the
connectivity system needs to be designed accordingly with high enough capacity and redundancy in
the system to ensure timely data for the decision making.
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Figure 11. Selected actual simulated distances between ‘own ship’ and ‘Ship2’ as a function of time for
simulation scenario cases A, B, and C. The second encounter situation.

As stated, the current decision-making module of the collision avoidance system in the simulator
can be characterized more as a reactive than a pro-active system. Nevertheless, the simulated results
reveal that delays in data transfer are crucial for the decision-making procedures. Case C, utilizing a
six second delay, produces near collision situations, as the situational awareness module provides
misleading information to decision-making modules. That is, the decision-making module believes
that the vessels are bypassing each other with appropriate distances, which is not actually the case.

Large ships are slow in changing directions according to steering and propulsion control.
The control loop in [57] operates in five second intervals, i.e., the control commands are updated every
five seconds, which is enough to ensure safe operations both in single-obstacle and multiple-obstacle
cases. The line-of-sight distance between own ship and the obstacle provides enough time for collision
avoidance but the earlier the information is obtained, the better the optimization ability for the route.
However, the maneuverability of different vessels varies and the control rate should take this into
account. Our initial simulations in challenging multi-obstacle environments using an ice-breaker type
of agile vessel, 100 m in length, show that a 6 s delay in the essential data can lead to dangerous
situations. Thus, more simulation and development work is needed before the studied ship types can
really sail autonomously in the real environment.

7. Future Research Directions

7.1. Digital Twins

A promising path for the future is to use the simulators using a digital twin approach, i.e., using a
digital copy of the physical system to perform real-time optimization. The living digital models of a
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ship and the environment could enable very realistic work and development for many use cases. For
example, the port of Rotterdam [58] is developing an accurate digital replica of the port area using
cloud technology to track all ship movements, infrastructure, weather, geographical and water depth
data, etc., to improve future autonomous ship operations.

7.2. Mixed Testing Combining Simulation-Based and Real-World Environments

Continuing in the same vein, one could model and simulate a certain environment with the
real-time input from that environment, including ships. For example, we could add a simulated ship
to study, e.g., autonomous navigation systems, and develop rules and methods for future connected
vessels in realistic settings. Our own simulator with implemented 5G connections and intelligent
connectivity management is one possible platform for this type of study.

7.3. Architecture and the Selection of Technologies

A future network supporting autonomous and remote-controlled machines, cars, aircraft and
vessels will be three dimensional [11,59]. There will be terrestrial, aerial, and satellite layers,
each providing services to end users that may be systems or people. Possible future connections in
the maritime domain in Figure 12 include high-altitude platforms and the use of drones for sensing
and connectivity. Redundant systems are needed to ensure reliable operations, but harmonization
and standardized interfaces are also important. More studies are needed to understand determine
the best selections for the future. The 3GPP-based integrated system might be the obvious choice
but what are the most important redundant technologies to be used in autonomous vessels and
how can seamless connectivity be ensured? Seamless routing in integrated networks is a challenge.
In addition, even though the in-ship network will be mostly based on cables, it is important to analyze
the applicability of wireless technologies for in-ship connections, including optical systems such as
Li-Fi [60].
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7.4. Ship Megaconstellations and Multi-Hop Connectivity

Figure 13 shows a concept to be studied further in the future, namely ship mega-constellation.
This is related to satellite mega-constellations [61] that aim to provide global connectivity, with hundreds
of interconnected satellites. Ships could create a mobile ad hoc network with multi-hop features
among hundreds of ships in order to communicate using high-data-rate solutions such as 5G or 6G
radios. This would also provide resiliency to data transfer. As an example, ship A in the figure could
be connected to the remote operations center using the route through ships D and N. The use of
multi-hop networks, the selection of suitable radio interfaces and their capacity, coverage, and latency
characteristics should be studied in order to understand their feasibility for autonomous shipping and
to any use case defined in Figure 1.
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7.5. The Development of Satellite Systems

Ships must mostly rely on satellite connectivity in deep-sea conditions. An autonomous ship,
or more specifically a remote-controlled ship, may send a large amount of sensor data in uplink
direction, i.e., from the ship to the satellite and to the remote operator [5]. On the contrary, only a
small amount of control data are received in the downlink direction. This is opposite compared to how
the satellite systems have been designed, since they support high downlink data rates and limited
uplink data rates. Even though more satellites are being developed and new high-throughput systems
are arriving, it is be important to study how they can support scalable maritime scenarios where a
large amount of ships need to be served in the same satellite service area. In addition to analysis and
simulations, it would be very useful to perform wide-scale measurement campaigns with the latest
satellite equipment to determine capabilities and restrictions.

7.6. Sensor Data Fusion and Transmission

It is evident that a large part of the processing and decision making should take place on
the ship and only fused data should be sent from the ship to the remote operators. It is, however,
an open challenge to define how sensor data are most efficiently combined and secured to be transmitted.
Local edge-processing servers [62] at the ship are needed and messaging protocols need to be developed.
For example, automatic port approach and departure require accurate sensing of the environment and
very low delays in the connectivity both inside the ship as well as in ship-to-shore links. This is very
challenging to implement and also requires advancements in legislation.

7.7. Frequency Regulations and Dynamic Spectrum Access

Frequency regulations should support ship connectivity both in national and international waters.
Spectrum-sharing techniques avoid interference and keep the QoS high enough. Hybrid networks
integrating satellite and terrestrial technologies raise new questions. What are the best frequency
bands for operation? How can the reliability of transmission be improved and the effects of intentional
interference, both regarding the positioning system and connectivity links, be reduced? The use of
licensed shared access techniques [63] seems useful here. National regulators play an important role
by providing test licenses for technology development.
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7.8. Security and Cybersecurity

Autonomous and remote-controlled ships must be well protected from cyber attacks.
Connections in the architecture provide enlarged attack surfaces compared to conventional ships,
where many of the critical systems cannot be accessed at all from outside. End-to-end cybersecurity
procedures are essential and the development of authenticated gateways described in this paper
requires more work. For example, scalability and heterogeneity [64] create complexity and numerous
possible threats to autonomous ships. The importance of protecting AIS, ECDIS, and GMDSS was
recently highlighted in [19].

An important part of the safety system is fail-safe procedures, e.g., in case that communication is
lost due to hijacking and sabotage of equipment. Fail-safe procedures incorporate various techniques
to mitigate losses due to system or component failures. They include, for example, alerting operator
personnel and providing specific instructions on subsequent steps to take (e.g., do nothing, reestablish
system settings, shut down processes, restart the system). This can be prevented partly by inclusion
of redundant communication equipment that are not easily found but provide at least reduced
communication capacity to the ROC. The system may be preprogrammed to automatically activate an
emergency position including a radio beacon (EPIRB) and search and rescue transponder (SART) if the
communication is totally lost for a certain period of time. This would help locating the ship in need of
help. However, these systems have been designed and are used for specific purposes. Thus, there may
be a need to develop a separate emergency system for autonomous ships. Or perhaps the existing
systems could be modified to support the needs of the emerging maritime industry? In addition,
the ship may start running automatically in circles when hijacked so that the cargo cannot be taken to
wrong destinations.

8. Conclusions

Connectivity is an essential enabler for future autonomous and remote-controlled ships. Since the
ship is equipped with numerous sensors, actuators, and radio technologies, gateway devices and
connectivity management are needed to efficiently use the resources and to ensure the safety and
integrity of the operations. This paper provides a survey covering related terrestrial and satellite
technologies and standardization aspects, and describes the connectivity architecture for global
operations. The role of people in the development of future communication architecture in addition to
autonomous systems is emphasized. Thus, connectivity development should take both people and
machine requirements into account. With selected examples, we show how ship simulators can be
used to enhance connectivity research, enabling the development of autonomous systems in a safe way
while taking into account practical limitations of existing wireless networks. The use of ship simulators
in connectivity research helps in better understanding the effects of imperfections in connectivity
on the efficiency and operational safety of the ships. Finally, we defined research directions for the
future including the need for secure communication to avoid outsiders from interfering with the
communication, or even starting to control the ships.
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